**MEDICAL WASTE DISPOSAL**

Please be aware of your responsibility to **properly dispose of medical waste***, including that related to chemotherapy problem dressings; and iodine 131, as used for thyroid issues.

When this type of improperly disposed of waste is detected, Borough trucks are flagged and quarantined, for disposing of such material at the landfill, and therefore are put out of service.

**Thank you for your attention to this important matter.**

*Disposal of medical waste should be coordinated through your healthcare provider.

**MEDICATION DROP BOX**

A Pharmaceutical/Medication Drop Box is located at Borough Hall (45 Railroad St.), Monday through Friday, 8:00 am - 4:30 pm, for **unused or unwanted medication**.

Details can be found at [kutztownboro.org](http://kutztownboro.org) under the Important Information section of the main page.